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About This Game

In one glorious kingdom, the mighty King Rotibor ruled. He had two sons -
Svetozar and Tikhomir.

From childhood, sons competed with each other. The kingdom prospered until the king fell ill.
Tikhomir decided to destroy his brother with the help of the forces of evil. Help the Svetozavra to restore justice!

Do not let the crystal of omnipotence be captured. Use a variety of magical abilities and competent perk percents to defeat

 Storyline.  Save the kingdom from the darkness! 

 Bleeding the perks of wars.  Use experience points competently 

 More than 30 levels.  Evil is not as easy to conquer as it seems. 

 User-friendly interface.  Everything is at hand. 
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the castle disaster 2

So addictive. A fun casual game only if it is not dead.. Send an army of green guys to destroy an army of yellow guys?
Race war now.

Anyways, Multiwinia is a RTS with pisspoor graphics, and the "troops" are literally just ♥♥♥♥ing Japanese symbols.
I played a tutorial, and all I had to do was send my troops through a radar dish, to go put the yellow symbols into concentration
camps obviously.

It was a shame it didn't work, I've always wanted to be the commander of the fourth reich.

Again, I personally disliked the game, but you can buy it if you ♥♥♥♥in' want, I'm not the word of God.. hmm odd according
the info from this DLC it should be in the Quick Drive aswhell but appearently its not. I really enjoyed this game, especially
during my first playthrough. The artwork is beautiful, the atmosphere is wonderfully moody and creepy, and I love how your
decisions alter the game, even in terms of your character's appearance. On my first playthrough, I went the moon (being rude)
and star (believing in magic) route, and tried very hard to murder the mayor before getting distracted and ending up agreeing to
an arranged marriage to his son in order to keep the peace between our families, hahaha. On my second playthrough, I was nice
to everyone and didn't believe in magic ... and it wasn't much fun at all!!!! Next time, I'll kill the mayor. And possibly curse his
wife, too.
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This is a game which mixes "The Thing" with a TTT like aspect. It has quite a lot of potential, the devs talk to the players and
the only thing stoppping it from having great reviews is the lack of players. This is caused because normally people like to play
the game with 4 or 5 people minimum and, if a player hadn't joined the discord channel where we organise games, they would
get fed up with waiting and get a refund, leave a bad review and move on when the game mechanics are quite interesting and it
runs quite smoothly as it's quite optimised. Of course there are improvements that can be made, but how many developers talk
to their player base and take their suggestions into consideration? This game could turn out to be quite good, but without people
joining the discord channel, the player base is being crippled. You can stop this when you buy the game by simply joining this
discord channel. Since people are not buying the game, the developers cannot just rely on the money from this game to live on
and so development on this game slows down.

tl:dr A good game, lots of potential, good direction, lack of sales due to bad reviews from players who don't join the discord
channel, slower development but great communication from said developers.. Looks like the DRM problem is solved.

I have played the game a couple of times (literally). It activated without problems. The game is like a NES game, graphics,
sound effects and music. For the 80's gamers it will be a blast from the past. It's not an "unforgiven" game it has difficulty levels
so you can probably avoid fustration (unlike with the real hard NES games). So far so great.. Beautiful game, it provides the
perfect experience! Nice graphics and audio, but sometimes really hard to play.
i would like to see more levels soon.. It's ok for the price, I guess - although there are better free alternatives....
Multiplayer is also pretty much non-existant (because nobody plays it)

FYI: there are no trading cards (unlike the store page suggests)
and the developer does not seem to read or post anything here on steam. The old iPhone game Sword & Poker 2 (NOT the
awful freemium remake!) does everything right that Runespell does wrong.

In S&P2, your spells directly affect the poker grid, which allows you to make better, deadlier poker hands. Which is fun.
In Runespell, the spells do NOT let me affect the solitaire/poker game. They just let end it faster.

In S&P2, you actually feel like you're playing (a weird variant of) poker.
In Runespell, the game is much closer to Klondike solitaire. (Fairway Solitaire was fun, but this isn't.)

In S&P2, the story is "Go poker cute monsters to death to save the world... again"
In Runespell, there's this ridiculous grimdark story because you fight everyone with solitaire and poker's UGLY child.

In S&P2, you have incentive to not just defeat the enemy, but to do well - you only get a few healing potions per level, so the
better you fight, the more health you'll have in the next battle.
In Runespell, you heal fully between every fight so who cares as long as you win.. I have no clue why i bought this nor what im
doing!. As much as I'd like to upvote this game, I can't.
Not for this price.

It is indeed a pretty interesting game about newspaper, corruption and censorship and has manny different aspects to consider,
such as the governmental suspicion of you and your workers, the comfort of your writers, the populations opinion, distribution,
content etc.
And it's really fun to read through all the articles, deciding over the title and what parts to cut out and seeing how it affects the
population of Westport.

But once you've got through the game once, wich was done in 100 minutes by me, it's just repeating itself. The story is and stays
the same.
The replay value only consits of getting different endings for different districts and for the workers, but that's about it.

It is a good game, but you most likely will only play it once for 1-2 hours or so and for that, the price is too high. I'm glad I've
bought it on a sale so i only paid a fith of the price, and for this price it would be ok for every one, but not for 10 bucks.
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